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We examine the consequences of R parity breaking in low en

ergy supersymmetric models. This breaking can occur through 

explicit soft terms in the Lagrangian or through vacuum expecta

tion values of scalar neutrinos. We discuss the new phenomenol

ogy expected in this class of models and compare it with the 

predictions of the R conserving supersymmetric theories. 
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1 Introduction 

The predictions of supersymmetric (SUSY) theories have come 

under detailed scrutiny in recent months [1]. However, most 

of the studies have been done assuming an effective low energy 

SUSY theory in which baryon and lepton number are absolutely 

conserved [2,3]. This requirement is not dictated by the super

symmetry, but must be imposed by hand. In this paper, we 

examine the phenomenological consequences of relaxing this as

sumption. The effects are small, but potentially measurable in 

e+e- and hadron colliders. 

Supersymmetric theories have an additively conserved R quan

tum number which can be defined such that left chiral super

fields·have R=2/3, vector superfields have R=O, and the anti

commuting e (0) variable has R=I (R=-I) [4]. Majorana mass 

terms for the gauginos certainly break this symmetry since the 

gauginos have R=1. In addition, the vacuum expectation val

ues ofthe Higgs bosons which break the SU(2) x U(I) symmetry 

also break the R symmetry. However, in most supersymmetric 

models there remains a conserved multiplicative quantum num

ber which we call k parity. Frequently, R parity is a linear 

combination of R parity and discrete symmetries of the model. 

The R quantum number is + 1 for all of the known fields and -1 

for their supersymmetric partners. The k parity of a particle 

can be written as, 

k = (_I?S+L+3B , (1) 

whei.·e B is the baryon number of the particle, L is the lepton 
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number, and S is the spin. Hence a theory which conserves R 
parity also conserves baryon and lepton number. 

In supersymmetric theories, it is posssible to construct mod

els in which R parity (and hence baryon and lepton number) is 

violated at an experimentally acceptable level. R parity may be 

violated explicitely by adding lepton or baryon number violating 

terms to the Lagrangian or spontaneously by vacuum expecta

tion values (VEVs) of the scalar neutrinos. We will explore both 

possibilities. 

Lepton number violation in SUSY theories has been consid

ered by Hall and Suzuki [5] and by Lee [6]. The allowed values 

of scalar neutrino VEVs are restricted by the experimental lim

its on neutrino masses, while the magnitude of explicit lepton 

number violating terms are constrained by the limits on certain 

rare processes: 1(" --+ e v, p. --+ e 'Y and p. --+ 3e, for example. 

Baryon number violating terms are of course restricted by the 

limits on proton decay. 

H R parity breaking terms are allowed in the Lagrangian then 

the supersymmetric partners of the ordinary particles need not 

be pair produced and many new reactions will be allowed such 

as pp --+ 1'1 or pp --+ 1'Q. Many of the most interesting new 

processes will contain single leptons in the final state and the 

experimental signals will be strikingly different from those of 

the standard SUSY model. This new phenomenology has been 

explored by Ellis et 301.[7]. In addition, if the scalar neutrinos 

have VEVs, then there will be mass mixing between the charged 

leptons and the fermionic partners of the W bosons (winos) and 

the fermionic partners of the charged Higgs bosons ( Higgsinos). 

There will also be mixing in the neutral sector between the 
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neutrinos and the photino,zino, and neutral Higgsinos. Mass 

mixing caused by R parity breaking has been studied in Refs: 

[6] and [7]. 

This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we discuss 

the model which we consider in the remainder of this paper. It 

is an effective low energy SU(3) x SU(2) x U(I) supersymmetric 

model which contains terms which explicitely violate lepton and 

baryon number. We examine the scalar potential and show that 

in general the scalar neutrinos will get VEVs and spontaneously 

break R [8]. Our analysis of the scalar potential is similar to 

that of Ross and Valle [9] who showed that in the hidden sector 

supergravity models [10] the l' sneutrino naturally gets a VEV. 

The limits on the magnitude of the R violating terms are re

viewed in Section 3. Many of these limits have been obtained 

by Hall and Suzuki [5] and by Lee [6], but we include them here 

for completeness. Our most important results are contained in 

Section 4 where we consider the new physics predicted by this 

model. In particular, there will be single production of SUSY 

particles and new decay chains for the SUSY particles. We end 

by comparing the predictions of our model with those of the 

standard R conserving SUSY model. 

2 A SUSY Model with R Parity Breaking 

We consider an effective low energy supersymmetric Lagrangian. 

The model has three generations of left chiral matter superfields, 

Qa(3, 2,1/6) La{1, 2, -1/2) 

Ua(3, 1, -2/3) Ea(l, 1, 1) 

Da(3, 1, 1/3), 
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where the SU(3) x SU(2) x U(l) quantum numbers are shown 

in parenthesis and a is a generation index. The model also has 

two Higgs superfields, 

H(l, 2,1/2) H'(l, 2, -1/2) , (3) 

and three vector superfields, G(8,1,1),W(1,3,1) and B(l,l,l) in 

the adjoint representations of the gauge groups. If we assume 

that the supersymmetry is softly broken then the most general 

SU(3) x SU(2) x U(l) invariant Lagrangian with the fields listed 

above which conserves baryon and lepton number is, 

£Ic = £Kinetic + £soJt + £Yuleawa, 

where, 

£SoJt = {J.'l~W+~W- - J.'2~H'-~H+ + igVl~W-~H+ 
+ig'l)2~W+~H'- + !.Ml~A~A + .M2~A~Z 
+i~h~z~z - iMz~Z~h - J.'~(q,H,-q,H+ - q,H,oq,Ho) 

-~EiM? 1 q,i 12 -J.'2[~sin20(~h~h - ~h'~h') 
+COS20~h~h'] + !mg~G~G} + h.c. 
+terms cubic in the scalar fields, 

- - -

(4) 

(5) 
and ,pA, ,pG, ,pw, and ,pz are the two component Majorana 

gauginos associated with the photon,gluon and Wand Z gauge 
- -

bosons, ,pH and ,pH' are the fermionic partners of the Higgs 

bosons , VI = (¢ HO) and '1)2 = (¢ H'o). The soft masses J.'i and 

Mi are arbitrary and all of the spinors ,pi are written in two 

component notation. Our notation is such that the superpart

ners of the ordinary particles are denoted by tildes. The term 
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E Mt 1 q,i 12 sums over all scalar fields in the theory and, 

.Ml = sin2 Ow J.'1 + cos2 Ow J.'3 

.M2 = e(J.'1 - J.'3) 

.M3 = cos2 Ow J.'1 + sin 2 Ow J.'3 (6) 

"'h = ~Ho cos 0 + ~H'o sin 0 - - -
"'h' = "'H'o cos (J - "'Ho sin 0 I 

where Ow is the Weinberg angle and tan 0 = -V2/th. £Yuleawa 

can be written in terms of the superfields as, 

£Yuleawa = f iFO[gu.&UaHQb + gD.&DaH'Qb + gEdEaH'Lb] 

+ h.c. 
(7) 

Two types of explicit R violating interactions can be included 

in the Lagrangian, 

£Iv = £1 + £2 . (8) 

£1 consists of the dimension two soft operators coupling the 

scalar components of the Higgs doublet superfields, ¢H and 

¢H"to the scalar members of the lepton doublet superfield, ¢L, 

£1 = -m~a¢H¢LG - m~a¢t'¢LG + h.c. (9) 

(Note that an H,t L term coupling the superfields is not invariant 

under the supersymmetry. However the ¢t'¢L. term is included 

in £1 for generality.) 

In addition, we can include the lepton and baryon number 

violating terms resulting from the (JO term of QDL, LEL, and 

U DD. Such terms could result from a supersyrometric theory 

coupled to N=l supergravity [5]. These terms are, 

£2 = -Ca(,pULG ,pdL.¢CLO + ,pdLo ,pdL.¢IILO + ... ) - Da(,peLo ,ph.¢VL. 
+ ... ) - Ea(,pih. ,pdL.¢dLO + ... ) + h.c. , 

(10) 
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where the ... indicate SUSY permutations of the fields and 

the coefficients Ca, Da, and Ea are arbitrary. (,pULa is the left

handed charge 2/3 quark of generation a and ~UL. is the asso

ciated scalar, etc.) For simplicity, we have assumed that the 

k violating terms of Eq. (10) are diagonalin generation space 

Ill]. 

The Lagrangians of Eqs.(9) and (10) can easily be forbidden - -by imposing discrete symmetries. For example, ~L --+ -~L for-

bids £1 and Q --+ -Q, U --+ -U, and E --+ -E forbids £2. There 

are many possibilities for such discrete symmetries. 

2.1 Masses and Mixing 

Lepton number violation also arises from the VEVs of the 

scalar neutrinos. These VEVs introduce mass mixing among 
the charged and neutral fermions. The charged mass eigenstates 

are X+ = ut'iJt+ and X- = Vtw- where, 

( 
-i¢W+) 

"1+ = ¢H+ 
. ,pLt 

(11) 

and, 

( 
-i,pW-) 

9- = ¢H'- . 

"L; 

(12) 

U and V are 5 x 5 unitary matrices which are determined by 

diagonalizing the mass matrix, 

( 

JLI gV1 

M+ = gv'.! JL2 

gVa 0 
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A~va) , 
Aa"Z 

(13) 

where Va are the VEVs of the scalar neutrinos, Aa is fixed by the 

requirement that the leptons have their physical masses and, 

.eM = - 'iJt-T M+'iJt+ + h.c. (14) 

In general, this matrix must be diagonalized numerically. 

As an example, we consider the case of unbroken supersym

metry where only the "r gets a VEV. In this case, JLl=JL2=0 and 

gtlJ =gv2=Mw. The mass terms in the Lagrangian are, 

- -T - + - + £M = -,p M,p - me,pe,pe - mp,pp,pp + h.c. , (15) 

where, 

_ + (Ar~w/g gUr 
M = Artlr Mw 

o 0 ~J (16) 

and 

( 

,pr+ ) 
¢+ = -~¢w+ 

,pH + 

(17) 

( 

,pr- ) 
,p- = ~If.'- . 

-',pw-

(18) 

The eigenstates and eigenvalues are easily found in this example, 

with mass Mw, 

+ -Xl = ,pH+ 
Xl = -i,pw-

xt = -i¢w+ + mrE/Mw,pr+ 

xi" = mrE/Mw,pr- + "'H'-
8 

":. • 

(19) 
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with mass Mw+ m,€2 and 

xt = ,p,+ + i€m,/Mw~w+ 
xi" = ,p,- - m,€/Mw~H'-

(21) 

with mass m, , where we have worked to leading order in € and 

m,/Mwand, 
tiT €::-
'h 

(22) 

In this example all effects of the R violation are suppressed by 

powers of €. In general, mixing between the charged leptons and 

winos and Higgsinos is suppressed by powers of Va/VI or Va/V2 

as is obvious from Eq.(13). 

The mixing in the neutral sector is similar to that in the 

charged sector. The neutral fermion mass matrix is, 

lth lth 0 0 0 

M2 M3 -Mz 0 gva /( J2 cos Ow) 
MO= I 0 -Mz 11-2 sin 20 11-2 cos 20 0 

0 0 11-2 cos 20 - 11-2 sin 20 0 

0 gva /( v'2 cos Ow) 0 0 0 
(23) 

where, 

C = _!q;oTMoq;o + h.c. 
2 

(24) 

and 
-i,pA 

-i,pz 
q;o = I ,ph I . (25) 

,ph' 

,p"a 

Only one linear combination of the neutrinos, V,\!, partici

pates in the mass mixing of Eq.(23) and gets a Majorana mass 
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at tree level, 

VM = L vava/ Jt v~ . (26) 
a a 

The two orthogonal combinations of neutrinos remain massless 

at tree level. Limits on sneutrino VEVs from neutrino masses 

will be discussed in detail in Section 3. 

In the example of unbroken supersymmetry discussed above 

(11-1 = 11-2 = 11-3 = 0 and gVl = gV2 = Mw) where the only nonzero 

sneutrino VEV is V, , there are three zero mass eigenvalues, 

° './, Xl = -I'1'A 

X2 = ,ph' (27) 

X~ = €/v'2~h +,p" + O(€2) . 

Xl and X2 may be combined to form a Dirac photino. In addi

tion, there are two massive eigenvectors, 

X~ = i/J2~z - l/v'2~h + €/2,p" + O(€2) 

Xs = i/J2~z + l/v'2~h - €/2,p" + O(€2) 
(28) 

with masses ±Mz(l + €2/4) + O(€3). Again, all mixing .effects 

are suppressed by powers of the sneutrino VEVs. 

There is also mixing in the scalar sector between the Higgs 

bosons and the scalar partners of the leptons. We will consider 

only the mixing in the imaginary neutral scalar sector, One 

linear combination of 1m ¢H and 1m ¢H' becomes the longitu

dinal component of the Z gauge boson and for a one generation - --model there are two physical scalars, ¢l and ¢2' ¢l couples to 

the lepton current and is a would be Majoron [81 .. However the 

coupling of 4>1 to the fermions is proportional to gMf / Mw and 

hence there is no 4>lVI1 coupling and so no problem with Ma

joron emission in II- or K decay. The only limits on ¢l come from 

energy losses in red giants via Majoron emission [121. However, 
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if the Majoton is heavier than the temperature of the red giant 

(10 Mev - 1080 K) then there are no limits on the Majoron 

mass. From Eq. (5), we see that ~l will get a mass on the order 

of the soft scalar masses associated with ¢L, ¢H, or ¢H'. As long 

as these masses are greater than 10 MeV, models ofthe type we 

are considering will not have problems with Majorons. 

2.2 Scalar Potential 

We turn now to a discussion of the scalar potential. We 

consider a toy model with only one generation of fermions in 

which the scalar potential is given by , 

v = [mI2¢H~L + m~¢k'~L + I'~¢H¢H' - ~"E(mE'¢H' + mE¢k)¢L 
- t - - t -

-¢I5(mD'¢H' + mD¢H)¢Q - ¢u(mU¢H + mU'¢H')¢Q 

+ h.c.] + Mk \ ¢H \2 +Mk, \ ¢H' \2 +ML\ ¢L \2 

+Mi 1 ¢"E 12 +~ 1 ¢Q 12 +Mb 1 ¢I5 12 +Mb 1 ¢fJ 12 

+!g'2[! \ ¢H \2 -! \ ¢H' \2 -! \ ¢L \2 + \ ¢"E \2 +1\ ¢Q \2 

+~ \ ¢I5 \2 -~ \ ¢fJ \2]2 + ig2[¢kO"¢H + ¢k'O"¢H' 
-t - -t - - - - - -

+¢LO"¢L + ¢QO"¢Q]2+ \ gE¢"E¢L + gD¢I5¢Q \2 + \ gE¢H'¢L \2 

+ \ gE¢"E¢H' \2 + \ gU¢fJ¢Q \2 + \ gD¢I5¢H' + gU¢fJ¢H 12 

+ \ gD¢H'¢Q \2 + \ gU¢H¢Q \2 +SU(3) D term, 
(29) 

where 9' and 9 are the U(I) and SU(2) gauge coupling constants, 

respectively. In general, all of the neutral scalars can receive 

VEVs and minimizing the potential yields the restrictions on 

the allowed VEV s, 

- 2- / 2 / -m2 VI V2 + 1'4VI V2 = 
- 2- / 2 / m l VI VI + 1'4V2 VI = 

- 2 /- - 2 /-miVI VI - m2V2 VI = 

" 

Mk, - Hg'2 + g2)( V~ - V~ - vi) + glv~ 

Mk + Hg'2 + g2)(V; - V~ - vD 
.1'2 I( '2+ 2)( 2 2 -2)+ 2 Z lV1L - 4" 9 9 VI - V2 - VI gEvz . 

(30) 

11 

The allowed VEV s can easily be found by neglecting the small 

Yukawa coupling gE and by setting VI/V2 = - cot 9 and VI/V2 = 

tan "y. In the limit in which the soft mass terms are equal, 

mI = m2 == m 
ML = MH = M H, == M , 

(31) 

the allowed VEV s are given by the equations, 

0= 

cot 9 = 

tan3 "Y[-m6 + l'~m2(2W -I'~)] + tan2 "Y[31'~m4 -I': 
-2Wm4] + tan "Y(2m21'~)(I0'~ - W) - 2m4(10'~ - W) 
m2(tan2 "Y - 1)/(m2 -I'~ tan "y) 

.../2 Mw /(g.jtan2 "y + csc2 B) . 
(32) 

V2 = 

The results for tan "Yare shown in Figure 1 for different values 

of 1'4,m, and M. Note that even for quite small values of m, VI 

can be of the same order of magnitude as VI • From Eq. (32) 

it is obvious, however, that for m - 0, the sneutrino VEV, VI, 

also vanishes. 

3 Limits on R Violation 

3.1 Neutrino Masses 

The most severe limitations on R violation come from limits 

on neutrino masses. We will assume that the neutrino which 

gets a Majorana mass, 11M, is liT' In this case we must have 

m llM ~ 143 MeV [13]. Assuming the parameters I'i of Eq. (5) 

are equal and much larger than M z , the mass matrix of Eq.(23) 

gives the restrictions, 

~~I 12 GeV if I'i = 250 GeV 

24 GeV if 1'; = 1 TeV 

12 
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If VM is Ve or vp, then the restrictions on the sneutrino VEVs are 

considerably stricter. For example, if VM is Ve , then requiring 

mVe~ 6 eV (the limit from neutrino~less double beta decay) we 

have, 

~:;I 2 MeV if J.Li = 250 GeV 

5 MeV if J.Li = 1 TeV 
(34) 

In addition, the sneutrino VEVs and the explicit lepton num

ber viola.ting terms of Eq.(IO) lead to one loop masses for the 

Ve , vp" and V T neutrinos. We will calculate one of these contri

butions as an example and require that the contribution of each 

diagram satisfy the limits on neutrino masses. For a discussion 

of the limits on neutrino masses in a theory with R viclation and 

SUSY coupled to N=I supergravity see Ref. [5]. The diagram 

of Figure 2 contributes a factor to the neutrino mass matrix, 

r:a ZJiaUiag2vamwml.Da/[161r2(m~ - mO]{mV(m~ - m~,) 

x In(m~/m~) + m1.1(mt - mlJ In(m1.1m1)}viv} , 
(35) 

w here a is again a generation index , mi. is the charged lepton 

mass, mw is the wino mass, 11: is the physical electron, muon, or 

tau nel.ltrino, and U is the unitary matrix which diagonalizes the 

neutral fermion mass matrix. In the limit mw = mr == £1 » 
• 

mi., this reduces to, 

L UiaUiag2Va(ml./M)Da/(161r2)v:vj . (36) 
a 

Requiring mVe ~ 6 eV, mvp ~ 520 KeV, mVT ~ 143 MeV and 

taking ZJai = 6a;, Eq. (36) gives the restrictions, 

De;::;102(M/250 GeV)(1O MeV/ve) 

Dp,;::;5 x 104(£1/250 GeV)(1O MeV/v!') (37) 

DT;::;106(M/250 GeV)(lO MeV/vT ) • 

Hence quite large values of the coupling Da are allowed. 
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3.2 Rare Processes 

The limits on explicit lepton number violating interactions 

from rare processes have been found in Refs. [5J and [6J and we 

summarize them here in our notation. We have taken all of the 

soft masses (M£, ME, M Q, M D , Mu) equal to £1 and neglected 

the photino mass in these limits. 

I. 1r - e;Y gives, 
C1 V~;::;2 x 10-3(£1/100 GeV)2 , 

2. J.L - 3 e gives, 

C;VJeVe! + C1VJp,V.t + C;VJTVet;::;5 x 10-5(£1/100 GeV)2, 

D?VJeVe! + D~VJp,Vet + D~VJTVet;::;5 X 10-5(£1/100 GeV)2 , 

3. J.L - e'Y gives, 

D1VJeVe!(ve/10 MeV) + D2Vet VJp,(vp,/1O MeV) 
;::;10-5(£1/100 GeV)2 . 

(38) 
Because of our assumption that the explicit lepton number vio

lating terms of Eq. (10) are diagonal in generation space, there 

is no contribution to processes such as K - e;Y or K£Ks mixing. 

The surprise is that Cj "" 10-3 is completely consistent with 

all experimental limits on lepton number violating processes 

even for £1 as small as 100 GeV. The limits on D; from J.L - e'Y 

are slightly stronger than the limits on Ci if the mixing angle, 

VeP,' is near 1. However, Di "" 10-3 is allowed for £1 "" 1 TeV 

and Vi "" 10 Me V for any value of the mixing angle. 

In addition, requiring the proton lifetime to be larger than 

1032 years imposes the restriction that E1 ;::;1O-39 (1O- 3 /Cd(M 

/100 Ge V)4. Since El is forced to be so small, we will not con-

14 



sider further the effects of such a term. 

4 Phenomenology of R Violating Theories 

In this section, we describe the new phenomenology predicted 

by the R violating SUSY theories described in Section 2. These 

effects fa.ll into three categories: (i) Single production of SUSY 

particles, (ii) New decay modes of the photino and sneutrino, 

and (iii) New experimental signatures as the result of the differ

ent decay modes. We will examine each of the consequences in 

turn. 

4.1 Single production of SUSY Particles 

In the model of Section 2, SUSY particles can be produced 

singly either due to mixing effects or due to the explicit R vio

lating terms in the Lagrangian. A wide range of reactions such 

as pp -+ vW, q e, Z e, etc. are possible in theories with broken 

R. However, the cross sections tend to be miniscule unless the 

SUSY particles are light (- several GeV). As an example, we 

consider la1 and lag production in detail, (la is e, p, or r). 

The reaction pp -+ la1 pro cedes by t- and u-channel squark 

exchange and by s-channel W boson exchange. Neglecting the 

lepton mass and assuming all of the squarks are degenerate, the 

cross section can be written as, 

u(Qiqi -+ la1) = (1r / S2) {A.S /(3( s - A4 )2)(2s2 - sm~ - m~) 

+ [At (S + (m~ + A)A + SAles + A)) 
+A.t/(s - Ma,.) (S(m~ - (s + m~)/2) + Am~A) 
+(t -+ u) J } 

(39) 
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where, 

A = m~ - m~ q ., 

A =In [(s + A + m~ - S)/(s + A + m~ + S)] 
S = s - m~, 

and the coefficients Ai are, 

At = (a2e~)/(6sin20w) 1 Vi~w - iCa/g 12 

Au = (a2e~J/(6 sin2 Ow) 1 Uwl. - iCa/ 9 12 

A.u = (a2eqJ/(3 sin2 OW) 1 Uwl. - iCa/g 12 

ABt = -(a2eqj)/(3sin20w) 1 Vi!w-iCa/g 12 

(40) 

A. = (a2)/(12sin20wW Uwl. -iCa/g 12 + 1 Vi!w -iCa/g 1
2). 

(41) 

(We have neglected the generalized KM mixing between the 

quarks and the squarks in Eq. (41)). Ca is the coefficient of the 

UaDaLa term in the Lagrangian of Eq. (10) and V and U are 

the matrices which diagonalize the charged fermion mass matrix 

(defined above Eq. (11)). 

The reaction pp -+ lag occurs through t- and u- channel 

squark exchange. The cross section is given by Eqs. (39) and 

(40) with the replacement m"i -+ mg. The coefficients Ai are, 

AB = A.t = A.u = 0 

At = (2a,a)/(9sin20w) 1 Vi!w - iCa/g 12 

Au = (2a.a)/(9 sin2 Ow) 1 Uwl. - iCa/ 9 12 

(42) 

To get an idea of the magnitude of the cross sections, we con

sider the case where the only violation of R comes from the r 

sneutrino VEV and there are no soft mass terms (P1 = P2 = 
P3 = 0) and V1 = V2 = v. In this case, VTtw = 0 and U;w = 

-mTv3/(Mw v) + o (V32 /v2
). 

The numerical results are shown in Figure 3 for pp -+ gr at 

...;s = 540 GeV and 2 TeV. (We have taken V, = 20 GeV in this 

16 
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example, but the results scale as ii~). If the photino is light, 

(m., ,.." 1 GeV), then the cross section for 17" production will be 

several orders of magnitude smaller than that for light gluino 

plus tau production. The cross sections are small since they are 

suppressed by powers of m~jA4. However, the experimental 

signals for 'ag or 'a1 production are quite striking. The reaction 

PP - 'ag will be signaled by an isolated lepton recoiling against 

a single jet, while pp - 'a1 will produce a single lepton with no 

other energetic tracks. 

4.2 New Decays 

In most SUSY models, the lightest supersymmetric particle is 

taken to be the photino and it is assumed to be stable. However, 

in theories with R violation, the photino can decay in several 

ways, 

i) 1 - "Ill 

ii) 1 - qqll 

iii) 1 - uadala 

iv) 1- 'ala ll . 

(43) 

In addition , the sneutrino can decay to a neutrino - anti neu

trino pair. 

The decay 1 - "Ill can occur either because of the explicit R 
violating terms in the Lagrangian or because of the presence of 

sneutrino VEVs. In the case where the dominant contribution 

is from the explicit terms in ltv, the diagrams of Figure 4 con

tribute to the photino decay. The largest contribution is from 
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Figure 4a and has been calculated in Ref. [5], 

r l (1- "Ill + 1i7) ,.." 9a2mV(6411"3)[Cae~.mq.!m~-.(ln(m~.Im~-J 
+l) + Daml.jm~ (In(m?.ImV + !)]2 , 

(44) 

where m q• (md are the quark (lepton) masses, eq• are the quark 

charges, and m q-. (mlJ are the squark (slepton) masses. In prac

tice, the largest contribution comes from the loop containing the 

b quark. This leads to, 

'TIer - "Ill + '117) ,.." 1O-9sec(mqajIOO GeV)4(1 GeVjm.,)3 

x (ljC3 )2 • 
(45) 

It is clear that in order to have the photino decay within a 
2 

detector, we must have m~JC3~(180 GeV}for a 1 GeV photino. 

In the case where the dominant contribution to photino decay 

is from sneutrino VEVs, the diagrams of Figure 5 contribute. 

We evaluate the contribution from Figure 5a as representative, 

r 2(1 - "Ill + '117)"'" (a4va2mn/(6411"sin40w)[I/(m~ - MaY] 
x [In(m~jA4)J2 . 

(46) 

For reasonable choices of the parameters this gives 

'T2(1 - "Ill + '117) ,.." 1O-9sec(ml)IOO GeV)4(IO GeV jva)2 
X (I GeVjm.,)3. 

(47) 

In theories with explicit lepton number violation, it may also 

be possible to have the decay 1 - 'a'all or 1 - qiqil/. The 
diagram of Figure 6 gives the decay width, 

D2 5 - - a a m., 
r3(i-lalall+lala'i7)"'" '28 2 4 (48) 11" m-

I. 
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(The rate for 1 -. qiqW is obtained by multiplying Eq. (48) 

by 3e~ and replacing Da -. Ca and m l: -. mq.). This gives a 

lifetime, 

"3(1 -. 'a'av+'a'aJ7) - lO-l1sec(ml:!lOO GeV)4(1 GeV /m1)5(1/ Da)2 . 

(49) 
(Note that in models with non-zero sneutrino VEVs the mix

ing in the lepton sector will introduce the off diagonal decays 

1 -. la1bv .) Thus depending upon the parameters of the model, 

photino decays may lead to observable tracks in the detector. 

Certainly, for a large range of reasonable parameters, the photino 

will deca.y within the detector. 

4.3 New Signals 

Finally, we consider the effects of the new decay patterns 

on the signals expected from SUSY particle production. As 

examples, we consider two processes: pp -. 19 and pp -. gg. 
If the photino is stable (and lighter than the gluino), then we 

expect g -. qq1. Then the signal for pp -. 19 is ::; 2 jets plus 

missing PT and for pp -. gg it is ::;4 jets plus missing PT. If the 

1 decays to 'YV then the signal for 19 production will still be ::; 2 

jets plus missing PT, but in addition there will be a photon and 

the 1 decay will degrade the missing PT signal. If the photino 

decays to qqv, then the signal for 19 production will be ::; 6 

jets plus a degraded missing PT signal. For 99 production, the 

signal will be ::; 4 jets plus two photons if 1 -. 'YV and ::; S 

jets if 1 -. qqv. In all cases, the decay of the photino leads to 

a degraded missing PT signal which yields significantly smaller 

cross sections since fewer events will pass a given missing PT cut. 

To analyze these decay modes we use a Monte Carlo program 
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and approximate the UAI cuts [14]. We require that the missing 

energy, ET, satisfy, 

E!j! ~ 40" where 0" = .7-/Ei 
and (50) 

ET ~ 32 GeV. 

Er is the scalar sum of the transverse energy. Er cannot be cal

culated within the parton model since it contains energy from 

the spectator quarks as well. as the interacting quarks. We ap

proximate Er by including in -it .the energy of all the final state 

interacting quarks whether or not they are included in a jet [15]. 

We also include in Er the photon energy i~the case 1 -. 'YV. 

In addition E!j! must not point to within ±20oJs of the vertical 

because of reduced calorimetry in this region. We use the UAI 

jet algorithm and define a jet by adding up all the energy within 

a cone described by l:J.¢>2 + 1).,,2 ::; 1. Also, the most energetic 

jet must have Ef ~ 25 Ge V a.nd all other jets must have .Ef ~ 
12 GeV. Finally, one jet events are rejectedif cosl:J.¢> ~ -.S. 

(This is to reject the tail of the two jet QCD background). We 

interpret all final state quarks as hadronic jets if they pass the 

cuts described above. 

In Figures 730 and 7b, we show the ET spectrum at ..;s = 

540 GeV for 19 production in pp collisions assuming stable 1, 
1 -. 'YV, and 1 -. qqv and for mg = 40 GeV and 60 GeV, 

respectively. In both cases we have taken mij = 100 Ge V and 

m1 = 1 GeV [16]. The ET spectra include all of the events 

which pass the cuts which have at least one jet. In Figures Sa 

and Sb we show the transverse mass spectrum under the same 

set of assumptions. The most striking feature of these plots is 

the degrading of the missing PT signal if the photino is allowed 
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to decay. Only about 1/100 as many events pass the cuts if 

l' -+ qqv as for a stable photino. 

In Figures 9a and 9b, we plot the ET spectrum for 99 produc

tion assuming 9 -+ qq1' and for stable 1', l' -+ 11/, and l' -+ qql/ 
and in Figures lOa and lOb we plot the transverse mass. Again 

we note the drastic degrading of the missing PT signal. From Fig

ures 7 - 10, we conclude that if the photino decays, the search for 

supersynunetry will be extremely difficult. The generic missing 

PT signal is degraded and could easily become lost in the heavy 

quark background. 

The different photino decay modes change the ratio of mono

jets to dijets. In Figure 11 we show the one and two jet cross 

sections for gluino pair production as a function of the gluino 

mass (and for fixed squark mass) for each of the assumed photino 

decay patterns. The largest jet cross sections result when the 

photino is stable, with the two jet cross section becoming larger 

than the one jet cross section for a gluino mass between 40 and 

50 Ge V. The jet cross sections are approximately an order of 

magnitude smaller when the photino decays to 11/. This is be

cause we have included the photon energy in our definition of 

Er which means that fewer of the events can pass the ET cut. 

The jet cross sections are considerably smaller when l' -+ qql/ 
with the two jet cross section always dominating over the one 

jet cross section. In this case the three jet cross section becomes 

dominant for gluino masses greater than about 60 GeV. 

5 Conclusion 

Low energy supersymmetric models can violate lepton num-
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ber either explicit ely or spontaneouslY through the VEVs of 

scalar neutrinos. Although both possibilities are unattractive, 

explicit lepton number violating interactions are allowed by the 

SU(3) x SU(2) x U(I) gauge symmetries and must be forbidden 

by imposing discrete symmetries . Similarly, the scalar poten

tial will naturally allow the sneutrinos to obtain VEVs if the 

soft lepton number violating terms of Eq. (10) are allowed. The 

experimental limits on explicit lepton number violating interac

tions are quite weak, allowing coefficients on the order of 10-3 

for these operators. Models with explicit or spontaneous lepton 

number violation are thus experimentally viable. 

In supersymmetric models with R parity violation the phe

nomenology will be quite different from the usual SUSY theories. 

Single production of SUSY particles, while having small cross 

sections in most models, will lead to spectacular new signals. 

These cross sections, unfortunately, will probably only be mea

surable for extremely light SUSY particles. The most striking 

new signature ,however, will be the decay of the photino which 

leads to degraded missing PT signatures. This will considerably 

complicate the search for supersymmetry! 
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Figure 1 

Figure 2 

Figure 3 

Figure 4 

Figure 5 

Figure 6 

Figure 7 

Figure 8 

c 

FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Solutions to the minimization of the scalar poten

tial in a model with one generation. Figure 1 

shows tan'Y = Vt!V2 as a function of m/ M and 

1'4/ M. The solid, dashed, dot-dashed, and dot

ted lines have 1'4/ M =7 x 10-3, 10-2, 10-1 and .3J 

respectively. 

Feynman diagram which gives the neutrinos mass. 

Cross sections for pp -+ Tg at ...;s = 540 GeV (solid 

line) and 2 TeV (dashed line). We have assumed 

tiT = 20 GeV and mg =3 GeV. 

Feynman diagrams for the decay .:y -+ 'YV which are 

proportional to c; . 
Feynman diagrams for the decay .:y -+ 'YV which 

depend on the sneutrino VEVs. 

Feynman diagram for the decay .:y -+ qqv. 

Missing PT spectra for the reaction pp -+ .:yg at 

...;s = 540 GeV. Fig. 7a has mg = 40 GeV and 

Fig. 7b has mg = 60 GeV. Both figures have m'i 

= 1 GeV and mq = 100 GeV. The dashed line 

assumes a stable photino, the solid line .:y -+ 'YV, 

and the dotted line .:y -+ qqv. 

Transverse mass spectra for one jet events in the 

reaction pp -+ .:yg at ...;s = 540 GeV. Fig. 8a has 

mg = 40 Ge V and Fig. 8b has mg = 60 Ge V. Both 

figures have m'i = 1 GeV and mq = 100 GeV. The 

dashed line assumes a stable photino, the solid 

line .:y -+ 'YV, and the dotted line .:y -+ qqv. 
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Figure 9 Missing PT spectra for the reaction pp -+ 99 at 

Va = 540 GeV. Fig. 9a has mg = 40 GeV and 

Fig. 9b has mg = 60 GeV. Both figures have mi 

= 1 GeV and mq = 100 GeV. The dashed line 

assumes a stable photino, the solid line ; -+ 1V, 

and the dotted line ; -+ qqv. 

Figure 10 Transverse mass spectra for one jet events in the 

Figure 11 

reaction pp -+ 99 at Va = 540 GeV. Fig. lOa has 

mg = 40 GeV and Fig. lOb has mg = 60 GeV. 

Both figures have mi = 1 GeV and mq = 100 

GeV. The dashed line assumes a stable photino, 

the solid line ; -+ 1V, and the dotted line ; -+ 

qqv. 

Jet cross sections for the reaction pp -+ 99 at Va 
= 540 GeV. The solid lines are the one jet cross 

sections and the dashed lines are the two jet cross 

sections. The three sets of curves represent a sta

ble ;, ; -+ 1V, and; -+ qqv. 
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